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Is your mask OK(N95)?
Zone training held
for MMU students
By Joselyn Hildebrand

W
Staff Writer

Senior Emma Lantz now wears KN95 masks, which are more effective than cloth against the
omincron COVID-19 variant. (Times photo by Jada Veasey)

MMU nursing prof: Cloth no longer enough
By Jada Veasey

Mount Mercy has taken the CDC’s lead and
is now recommending that students, faculty
and staff opt for masks more effective than cloth
he science guiding the response to the
ones.
pandemic is constantly changing. New
“Wearing the right mask is one of the best
guidance released by the Centers for
ways to protect yourself against contracting
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
a contagious variant such as omicron,” says
recommends that people upgrade their masks to Melodie Jolly, assistant professor of nursing
help reduce the spread of COVID-19.
and member of the pandemic response comOn Friday, Feb. 4,
mittee. Jolly added, “it
the CDC released a
is vital that we wear
report it developed in
the appropriate mask
collaboration with the
“Wearing the right mask is one of
– one that has a high
California Department
degree of filtration and
the
best
ways
to
protect
yourself
of Public Health. The
catches as many of
against contracting a contagious
report includes one fact
those virus-containing
that is now common
variant.”
droplets as possible. A
knowledge – consissimple cloth mask is
Melodie Jolly, assistant professor of nursing
tent masking helps
not capable of catching
to reduce a person’s
a lot of those droplets
risk of contracting and
because of how small
spreading COVID-19.
the droplet is in comparison to the large holes in
The new information pertains to the type of
the cloth fibers.”
masks people should utilize to have the greatest
Some Mustangs upgraded their masks well
impact on the spread of COVID-19.
before the CDC made the official recommenThe CDC is now saying that the masks
dation. One of these students is Emma Lantz,
that offer the wearer the most protection from
senior psychology and crimiCOVID-19 are respirators with
nal justice major and a student
an N95 or KN95 designation.
representative on the pandemRelated Content
While in the early days of the
ic response committee. Lantz
pandemic these masks were
Omicron infections low on
has been wearing KN95 masks
reserved solely for healthcare
campus, and Governor Reynolds
regularly for weeks.
gets her way on many federal
professionals, the science has
When asked why she
employment vaccine mandates,
changed, and the CDC now
switched
over to KN95 masks
see two stories on page 2.
recommends them for daily
for daily use, Lantz had a
use by the general public. The
quick answer: “It ensures the
CDC report also says that if a
safety of myself and those I interact with in
N95 or KN95 is not available, people should opt
campus more securely than if I was wearing a
for surgical masks rather than cloth ones, as sur- cloth mask or a medical mask.”
gical masks are proven to do more to mitigate
the spread of the virus.
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editor in chief

hile turnout at a
recent session was
modest, MMU officials say they are
pleased that Safe Zone training—
intended to teach ways of being
sensitive to the needs of gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender
individuals—is now offered to
students as well as faculty and
staff.
Mount Mercy facilitated a student Safe Zone training Feb. 8 in
the Flaherty Community Room
to teach how to support LGBTQ+
individuals as non-judgmental,
affirming allies. Safe Zones are
locations where students in the
LGBTQ+ community and allies
can feel safe and supported—on
campus, Safe Zones are indicated
with a rainbow-colored circular
sticker.
At the training, students
reviewed what it means to be an
ally. They learned LGBTQ-related
terms, such as transsexual, the
acronym for LGBTQ, homophobia, transphobia, coming out,
gender identity and genderqueer.
“I think Safe Zone Training
is a great first step to educating
all of our students, regardless of
how they identify,” said Charles
Martin-Stanley, director of diversity, equity and inclusivity.
In the past, Safe Zone training was for faculty and staff.
However, it was opened to students in recent years, starting
with RAs and Mustang Welcome
Leaders.
“I wish that I could figure out
a way to get all students to do
this without putting more pressure on professors or putting
pressure on people who make
their own decision to come or
not,” said Tiara Muñoz, SGA
president, junior criminal justice
and psychology major. “I could
see this being in a J-Term class or
portal class, like having them go
to the training for one day. I do
believe it should be mandatory.”
April Dirks, professor of
social work, facilitated training.
Sr. Linda Bechen, VP for mission and ministry, also spoke.
“Campus ministry is extremely

supportive of Safe Zone training
and especially Sr. Linda,” Dirks
said. “I had some difficulty getting Safe Zone training to begin
probably 10 years ago, and when
Sr. Linda came and took on
the role in campus ministry as
the Sister of Mercy (there), she
changed everything. She was a
really big advocate.”
“We need to be respectful, and
we need to treat everybody with
a sense of dignity and respect,”
Bechen said.
A discussion about Mount
Mercy’s path from tolerance, to
acceptance, to celebration of the
LGBTQ community was held.
Some students felt the campus
was between tolerance and
acceptance, while others said it
was between acceptance and celebration.
Muñoz shared how the Safe
Zone sticker on her water bottle
has sparked conversations about
her allyship. Students can find
Safe Zone stickers on many office
doors on campus.
“It’s been true that I’ve had
faculty members say that seeing
Safe Zone and equality stickers
on the social work office door
makes them feel comfortable
here,” Dirks said.
The stickers are intended
to help LGBTQ+ students and
allies feel welcome. According
to Mount Mercy’s website, Safe
Zone stickers are “a visible
sign of support (that) should
be displayed in the employee’s
workspace as a way of communicating to the LGBTQ community
that Safe Zone training has been
completed.” The website also
says that having a visible sign is
not an indication that the owner
identifies as LGBTQ+ nor does it
mean that those without a sticker
are unsupportive.
“I hope that everyone knows
that SGA is a safe place to go to,
and that if there are any concerns
or questions to never hesitate
to contact us and the amazing
people in our student services,”
Muñoz said.
Dirks noted that future Safe
Zone training for students will
be advertised and announced
sooner in hopes of a larger turnout.

Heads Up: Speakers say leaders should admit inner needs
Bandana Project
sets training
Mount Mercy’s resident mental
health awareness club, the
Bandana Project, will host
a student training session
today, Thursday, Feb. 17 from
7-8 p.m. in Donnelly 301.
Interested students can RSVP
for the training on the Mount
Mercy app.

Health, wellness
fair set Feb. 24
Project Connect will host a
student health and wellness
fair on Feb. 24 from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the University
Center. The fair will focus
on the eight dimensions of
wellness and will feature many
different community resources.
Spring virtual interview day
Career Services will host a
virtual interview day on Feb.
25 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
event is a partnership between
the Iowa Recruiting Network
and Career Services, and
students from any major are
invited to take part.

By Jackson Bennett

Brooke Fitzgerald and
Lindsay Leahy share
a laugh during their
leadership presentation
Feb. 10. Leahy is a former
managing editor of the
MMU Times, and both are
graduates of Mount Mercy.

I

staff writer

t’s not only OK to
admit you may need
help, being open to
your own internal
needs should be seen as a
source of strength.
That was the message of
two Mount Mercy alumni
who were the keynote
speakers for the Mustang
Leadership Program, in
the Flaherty Community
Room on Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
Brooke Fitzgerald and
Lindsey Leahey, co-founders of The Restoration
Project, a successful business that helps other companies solve many issues,
encouraged their audience
to practice vulnerability,
self-awareness and courage
as characteristics of leadership.
Fitzgerald and Leahey
wasted no time getting into
their stories. They shared
memories, good and bad

from their lives. They related to students and talked
about common struggles
with adjusting. One key
takeaway that the women
wanted to leave the audience with was the idea of
being open to vulnerability,
something they say everyone could benefit from.
The leadership meeting

had many highlights. The
meeting provided a comforting environment, filled
with laughter and helpful
advice.
Leahey and Fitzgerald
shared many memorable
quotes and lessons with
the audience. They focused
on self-awareness and staying ahead of things.

“When things are going
sideways,” Leahey said,
“we need to look at ourselves and ask what part of
the problem is me?”
This was referring to
their take on self-awareness and the importance it
has. This was paired with
a message of living with
courage. They explained

things they’ve done and
how they’ve ended up
where they are. Not only
did the meeting have a
cozy fireplace on the projector, but food was provided for the guests that
attended.
After Leahey and
Fitzgerald were finished,
they answered questions
from the audience. The
audience even provided
them with personal statements of gratitude.
“As a woman, I needed
this,” said Tiara Muñoz,
SGA president.
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MMU campus security log
Feb. 3
6 p.m. Checked Warde
interior and locked Warde
exterior doors. Saw a bat.
Feb. 4
1:25 p.m. Helped a student fill her tire up with
air.
3:06 p.m. Call, student
room unlock.
4:15 p.m. Admitted
work study into maintenance room in Regina.
5 p.m. Started watching
cameras to see what happened to basketball hoop
at the RAC.
9:55 p.m. Entered RAC
admin and found door on
north side of building had
tape preventing it from
locking.
10:39 p.m. Regina student locked out of room
on 6th floor, assisted as
needed.
11:02 p.m. Call requesting that a student be let
into the information desk
to turn lights off. Assisted
as needed.
Feb. 5
3:17 a.m. Regina student
locked out. Assisted as
needed.
4:08 p.m. Call, received
complaint about campus
internet. Encouraged the
caller to put in a help desk
ticket.
10:00 p.m. Streaker
noted on camera. Spent
approximately an hour
reviewing camera footage
and badge activities.
10:24 p.m. Call, resident
of Andreas complained of
a rotten egg smell every
time they ran their water.
Facilities work order submitted.
10:52 p.m. Call, student
reported that their door
has been broken for two
days and that they are
unable to get into their
apartment at Holland 2.
11:04 p.m. Call, Holland
2 asked if I was coming to
their apartment.
11:05 p.m. Arrived at
Holland 2. The students
were able to get inside but
were unable to get out.
Doorknob broken. Notified
facilities.
11:12 p.m. Warde NE
door found ajar—secured.
Feb. 6
4:08 a.m. Call—Regina
student locked out.
Assisted as needed.
7:05 a.m. Fire alarm
Andreas. Responded as
needed.
8:30 a.m. Trouble
alarm—Andreas—cleared
panel.
9:30 a.m. Worked on
video coverage for incident
report filed on 2-5-22.
2:20 p.m. Issued key for
anatomy lab.
3:01 p.m. Assisted student wanting access to
Andreas.
3:30 p.m. Anatomy lab
key returned.
5:23 p.m. Call, person
inquiring about mass
tonight.
5:50 p.m. Unlocked
ACE.
5:53 p.m. Walk up,
request to unlock ACE.
Person was advised that
ACE is already locked.
8:40 p.m. Call requesting to talk to business
office. Advised them to
call back during business
hours.
Feb. 7
12:43 a.m. Call—lockout
Regina 4th floor assisted as
needed.
7:05 a.m. Fire alarm,
Andreas. Responded as
needed.
12:30 p.m. Anatomy lab
key checked out.
1:06 p.m. Live phone
logged a missed call, ringer
didn’t sound.
1:15-2:45 p.m. Issued
parking citations.
2:16 p.m. Confiscated
traffic cone that Andreas
residents were propping
open an emergency exit
with, returned to public
safety garage.
2:21 p.m. Call, notifie2:43 p.m. Call, student
reported that they couldn’t
get into the Lundy interior entrance to Andreas
because the wind was
blowing.
2:51 p.m. Checked
Andreas entrance, found
no apparent issue.
3:29 p.m. Call, MMU

show choir requesting
access to Lundy fitness
center for practice.
3:34 p.m. Opened fitness center for show choir.
3:45 p.m. Retrieved
anatomy lab key from
information desk.
4:45 p.m. Call, student left her keys/ID in
the penthouse when she
stepped out into the stairwell and locked herself
out—assisted as needed.
5:00 p.m. Issued citations for 30-minute parking offenders.
6:20 p.m. Noted two
exterior light poles out in
the pit lot and the sidewalk
near Basile 1st floor.
6:25 p.m. Black jacket
found in Basile, turned into
info desk lost and found.
6:28 p.m. Call, student
requesting to check out
pool sticks. Assisted as
needed.
6:53 p.m. Walk up, anatomy lab key checked out.
7:05 p.m. Residential
student screamed at the
public safety officer issuing
parking citations, calling
him an “asshole.” The citation they were issued was
a warning for parking in
handicapped.
7:15 p.m. Issued parking citations for Regina
30-minute and handicapped parking.
7:50 p.m. Submitted
student conduct report for
incident at Regina handicapped parking.
8:30 p.m. Walk up, student returning pool cues.
9:07 p.m. Call about
elevator light.
9:57 p.m. McAuley student called about heater.
Feb. 8
12:09 p.m. Call, officer reporting a C permit
vehicle blocking contractor
parking in the McAuley
lot.
12:15 p.m. Issued citations to students parked at
contractor parking in the
McAuley lot.
12:15 p.m. Walk up,
contractor inquired about
citations received yesterday. Advised that without some sort of visitor/
contractor permit, their
personal vehicles are just
another unregistered vehicle to public safety.
1:35 p.m. Issued parking citations.
2 p.m. Call, athletics
requesting Hennessey
3rd and 1st floor doors be
unlocked for volleyball
game.
3 p.m. Issued parking
citations.
5:15 p.m. Received call
that someone had a flat tire
in the Prairie Drive parking lot. Assisted as needed.
5:30 p.m. Received call
that student locked herself
out of her room in Regina.
Assisted as needed.
6:40 p.m. Call, student
says doors connecting
Lundy to Andreas not
working properly. Went
to assist and the doors
seemed to be working, but
she says this is the third
time that they’ve done this
this week.
7:40 p.m. Call, Andreas
resident said they could
hear water dripping in the
wall off their bathroom
when their upstairs neighbor would turn the shower
on. Another officer and I
listened and could hear
water in the wall. Called
facilities.
7:56 p.m. Call, Regina
resident locked herself out
of dorm.
8:01 p.m. Call, student
said her card would not
work for Busse library
door. Tried card on Regina
door and it didn’t work
there, either.
8:26 p.m. Two cars hit
each other outside entrance
to Regina. Both parties
involved in the accident
decided there wasn’t much
damage and declined to
pursue it farther.
9:34 p.m. Call, student
accidentally locked phone
in Lundy Fitness Center.
Assisted as needed.
Feb. 9
7 a.m. Salted icy patches
in the commuter and staff
areas outside of Busse,
after a report of a fall.
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Marking a milestone

MMU board chair Charles Rohde (left) and president Todd Olson (right) sign a covenant on Thursday
afternoon Feb. 10 in the UC. The actual signing took place in Washington, D.C. MMU, along with 16 other
Mercy colleges and universities, form the Conference of Mercy Higher Education (CMHE). Members of the
CMHE signed the covenant as a promise to maintain ideals of the Sisters of Mercy. (Times photo by Clare
Bechen)
An actual microscopic image of the COVID-19 virus. (Image from the
Centers for Disease Control)

Pandemic’s
new phase

New variant a low profile on campus

By Annie Barkalow

T

managing editor

he number of
new COVID-19
cases and hospitalizations are
dropping across Iowa,
according to recent CDC
data. On Mount Mercy’s
campus, instances of the
omicron variant have
remained low.
“Thankfully due to
the indoor mask requirement, the diligence of our
community, and a high
percentage of employees
and students receiving the
vaccination on campus,
we have not seen the omicron spike like the larger
Cedar Rapids community
has,” said Nate Klein,
vice president for student
success and member of
MMU’s Pandemic Task
Force group,
In an email. Kim Bro,

Dean of Martin-Herald
College of Nursing and
Health and also a Task
Force member, also attributes the low rate of
omicron instances to high
vaccination rates. “The
College of Nursing has
not seen a surge of omicron. It helps when 99% of
all nursing students and
faculty are vaccinated,”
she said, “I believe and
hope the pandemic will
become an endemic later
this spring.”
Melodie Jolly, assistant
professor of Nursing and
Task Force Member, said
that according to Linn
County Public Health,
the recent positivity rate
has dropped below 25%
and hospitalizations are
now decreasing. “Looking
at these trends, it seems
like we are past the peak
wave,” she said, but
warns that omicron is

“I believe and hope
the pandemic will
become an endemic
later this spring.”
Kim Bro, Dean of MartinHerald College of Nursing
highly transmissible and
that the best way to continue to protect oneself is
to “wear a well-fitted and
highly effective mask.
“Because of the ease
of transmission of omicron, cloth masks are not
recommended because it
does catch a high enough
number of aerosolized
droplets. It is best to wear
a surgical mask or, preferably, a KN95/N 95 mask.”
The Pandemic Task
Force reviews local and
campus data bi-weekly
in order to assess policy
changes and discuss

ideas. Right now, no new
additional measures are
being implemented. Klein
exhorts those on campus
to keep taking precautionary measures. “We need
to continue to be diligent
in wearing mask indoors
and we continue to
encourage those that have
not been vaccinated to
get the vaccine, as it has
proven to lower the risk
of exposure for yourself
and our community.
“We look forward to
the pandemic to become
an endemic and hope that
time is sooner rather than
later, until then, we appreciate the community coming together in the name
of public health and campus wellbeing,” he said.
Current campus stats
on COVID-19 can be
found on the COVID19 dashboard of Mount
Mercy’s homepage.

Governor Kim Reynolds gets her way
By Jada Veasey

A

editor in chief

s the COVID-19
pandemic continues, governments are continually reexamining their
guidelines and suggestions to keep people safe.
One idea that has been
proposed several times in
the past few months is the
idea of a vaccine mandate.
The Occupational
Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)
proposed a federal vaccine mandate back in Nov.
2021. The OSHA mandate said that any business with more than 100
employees must require
those employees to receive
the COVID-19 vaccinations. Employees who
refused vaccination would
have been required to submit to weekly COVID-19
testing. OSHA’s proposed
mandate created a stir
both nationally and here
in Iowa.
In early January, Iowa’s
labor commissioner
announced that Iowa
would not be adopting
the federal vaccine mandate that was issued by
OSHA. According to the
Des Moines Register, Rod
Roberts, labor commis-

continue to protect the
sioner, said “Iowa doesn’t
freedoms and liberties
have a standard requiring
of Iowans. The Biden
the COVID-19 vaccine or
Administration continues
testing. But after closely
to ignore the constitureviewing the federal
tional rights afforded
OSHA Vaccine Mandate,
to all Americans, which
Iowa has determined it
our country was built
will not adopt the federal
on. Instead,
standard.”
they’d rather
Iowa
dictate health
Governor “We are going to
care decisions
Kim
continue to protect
and eliminate
Reynolds
the freedoms and
personal
voiced
liberties of Iowans.”
choice, causher supIowa Gov. Kim Reynolds ing our busiport for
nesses and
Roberts’
employees
statement
to suffer and
in a press
exacerbating our workrelease issued on Jan. 7.
force shortage.”
Reynolds’ press release
Since OSHA
said, “We are going to

announced the mandate back in November
many state governments
objected to it. So much
objection arose that the
United States Supreme
Court heard a case regarding the vaccine mandate
in January. The Supreme
Court ultimately decided
to block the mandate.
The Biden administration has since backed off
its previous insistence in
enforcing the mandate.
The Supreme Court is,
however, allowing a mandate for workers within
the healthcare field.

Opinion
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Staff Editorial: Opinion of the Times editors

Banning books does nothing but stop students’ learning

A

cross the country, school districts and government officials
are talking about books that are
considered obscene and offensive and are pulling them from shelves.
The books in question involve topics like
race, gender, and sexuality.
While these books could be graphic
and unsettling for some people to read,
does that constitute them being pulled
from shelves and hindering other students
having the opportunity to read them?
Many best-selling novels such as “To Kill
a Mockingbird” and “The 1619 Project”
are among those being banned. Authors
like Laurie Halse Anderson and Toni
Morrison are having their books called
into question.
Pulling books off shelves in libraries
and not giving students the option to pick

help readers understand what a young
up these books that were taught for so
queer boy growing up went through.
many years would be an injustice. The
Sure, the content may be directed towards
books provide important information that
older children, but banning the book and
is important for students.
censoring the content from all students
This topic is a nationwide issue and is
is not helping them learn the struggles of
also being discussed in Iowa. Gov. Kim
people who may be difReynolds is proferent them, or on the
posing a bill for
Banning books seems to be a
flip side it is censoring
school districts
students who may be
to publish their
way for schools and parents to
experiencing a similar
curriculum and
monitor what their children are
situation.
the list of book
being exposed to, but it is also
Banning books
titles in school
preventing learning for students.
seems to be a way for
libraries. The
schools and parents
book “All Boys
to monitor what their
Aren’t Blue”
children are being
is especially
exposed to, but it is also preventing learnin question, as some people believe the
ing for students. Not all students read
detail is graphic and inappropriate for
to learn, some read for enjoyment, and
K-12 students. The book was written to
Opinion by Jack Sperry, staff writer

State laws don’t really stop voters

O

Opinion by Jada Veasey, editor in chief

Keep Wordle free
for all to play

Political hyperbole

Legislation labeled as “restricver the last year, 19
tive” by the Brennan Center for
state legislatures,
Justice report cited by federal
including four with
Democrats included widely popdemocratic governors
ular measures such as voter ID
and two with democratic state
requirements, eliminating samelegislatures, have passed what
day voter registration at the polls
they call “election integrity”
which contributes to long lines,
legislation following the highly
contested results of the 2020 elec- and outlawing unethical practices such as ballot harvesting
tion. Although there has been
and electioneering. In my estino proof indicating that mass
voter fraud determined the result mation, none of the legislation
mentioned in this report restricts
of the 2020 election, these meaany American’s right to vote,
sures have been put in place to
and to say it
“increase the
does requires a
integrity and
I don’t think any of the
very low bar for
the public trust
legislation mentioned in
what categoin our electhis report restricts any
rizes as “restrictions.”
tive.”
In response,
American’s right to vote.
Upon
democratic
reviewing HR.1,
lawmakers and
what I saw was
even President
a proposal to federalize U.S. votBiden have publicly stated that
ing law and ban any states from
these laws are an attempt by
enacting legislation that asks for
Republicans to actively supany kind of verification from
press the vote, with a “special
the one casting their ballot. If
focus” on suppressing the vote
passed, voter ID requirements,
of people of color, young people,
which are supported by 87% of
and the disabled, all of which
Americans, 72% of registered
are groups more likely to vote
Democrats, and 75% of black and
Democrat. As a countermeasure
brown Americans according to a
to what President Biden himself
Harvard Harris poll conducted
called “Jim Crow on steroids”,
in June 2020, would be made illefederal democrats whipped up
gal. The bill would also require
HR.1, otherwise known as the
every state to provide a mail-in
“For the People Act,” to “protect
ballot to whoever applies for
the American people’s fundaone and given that voter ID laws
mental right to vote.”
would be outlawed nationwide,
Upon reviewing the docuthat would provide opportunities
ments, hyperbolic does not even
to those with fraudulent intenbegin to describe the disingenutions.
ous nature of the claim that the
HR.1 also prevents any state
state legislation in question
from outlawing ballot harvest“restricts the right to vote.”

some read to feel less alone if they are
struggling with certain areas of their life.
If students want to read about gender,
race, or sexuality it should be up to them
to decide, or to talk with an adult to see
if the book will be appropriate. Not to
mention, children today have full access
anywhere they go to the internet and
apps like Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok.
The obscenity in books seems to be minor
compared to what a single search on the
internet can do.
Banning books and taking the opportunity away from students who want to
learn about the more difficult areas of life
will not help them, it will only prevent
them from learning about the different
people in the world around them. (See
related story on page 4.)

ing. Ballot harvesting is the practice of collecting other people’s
ballots to turn into their polling
office. The problem with this
is that political operatives who
engage in this have the potential
to tamper with or dispose of
other people’s ballots, and both
Republican and Democratic collectors have been caught tampering or disposing of ballots in
recent elections.
Not only is HR.1 an attempt
to federalize voting law which
is dangerous because it could
give those in power the ability
to change election law in their
favor, but it is also an attempt to
make it more difficult to verify
the validity of future elections by
preventing the practice of verifying the identities of those who
vote in said elections.
After reviewing all the documents regarding this issue, I do
not think there is any reason
to believe that the legislation
passed in these states will have
any effect in suppressing anyone’s right to vote, and by no
means is HR.1 or any federal
voting legislation necessary to
secure that right to our citizens.
If Democrats take heavy losses
in the 2022 midterms, it’s a very
real possibility that they will
claim the elections were illegitimately won by means of mass
voter suppression, but at the end
of the day, those claims would
be just as baseless as the ones
Republicans made in 2020.

I

t’s February, and love is
in the air. These days,
my heart belongs to the
increasingly addictive
game Wordle (absolutely no
offense to my lovely boyfriend,
of course. You’re pretty cool
too.) I started playing Wordle
in mid-January at the behest
of my trendsetting little sister,
who was playing the game far
before it cropped up on my
radar.
For the uninitiated, Wordle
is an online spelling game that
first emerged on the internet in
the fall 2021. The game gives
the player six chances to guess
a five-letter word. With each
guess, the game keeps track of
how many letters are correct
with a sort of stoplight system
– a green box indicates a letter
is correct and in the right spot,
a yellow box indicates that the
letter belongs in the word but is
in the wrong spot, and a black
box indicates that the letter is
incorrect. One of the fun quirks
of Wordle is that you can only
play it once a day.
Wordle was created by Josh
Wardle, a software engineer
who wanted to make a new
word game for his partner.
The name is a clever pun of
Wardle’s last name. After
introducing the game to family and friends initially, Wardle
launched the game to the public, and it has recently become a
smash hit.
The clever little word game
has become a daily ritual for
me and for many other people

in my life. I have a text group
chat with my sister and our
best friend from high school,
and every day without fail we
share our Wordle results. It is
the most connected I have felt
to them in a while. Wordle has
given us something to share.
It’s joy in five letters--“happy,”
if you will!
On Jan. 31, big Wordle news
broke – the New York Times
bought the game. While the
Times has said it will keep
the game free to play for now,
there’s no guarantee that price
will remain that way in the
future. While I am a New York
Times digital subscriber, its
basic subscription does not
cover any of the online games
it currently boasts. I fear that
in the future that means that
Wordle will sit behind not one
but two paywalls.
This might sound cheesy,
but Wordle should stay free
because it brings people together in a time when we all feel
more apart than ever. The game
allows you to share results on
social media or send them to
friends, it makes your brain
think a little extra, and it is so
much fun.
In the spirit of uniting
humanity (or at least those of
us who like word games), I
urge the New York Times to
keep Wordle free and accessible
to all. The New York Times
already has enough of its content behind paywalls. Let the
people have one little word
game.

Opinon by Gwen Johnson, opinion editor

The best time to wear a cropped sweater is never
Latest fashion trend is impractcal for winter and has negative environmental impact

I

take issue with the cropped sweater.
This complaint comes to you in two
parts, with part one being that it is an
entirely impractical style of clothing
for the reality of Iowa winter. It is important to note that as I am writing this, I am
wearing a cropped sweater, which only
serves to fuel my rage.
This garment barely allows for anything past your rib cage to be warm,
and certainly not with one’s arms raised
overhead, as one might win raising their
hand to answer a question. The particular
sweater that I am wearing also has sleeves
that are about 2 1/2 inches too long, running past my fingertips in some weird
inversion of the high school dress code.
I will give the cropped sweater credit
in that the silhouette is cute, but it is not
practical for Iowa winter weather. I don’t
even have to go outside to get to class due
to tunnel infrastructure, and even then I

Modern trend cycles change way too
am cold. I will grant you, dear reader, that
I am a naturally cold person, but the point often for these sweaters to be considered a reliable staple, and we need to be
of the sweater is to be cozy.
mindful of fast fashion’s impact on the
We will segue into the second prong of
environment. I would say I hate to make
the problem via methods of achieving a
everything about the environment and the
similar look.
state of the planet, but it honestly helps to
There are many other ways of simulatremember that we are
ing this silhouette
a part of the planet’s
using a regular
Modern trend cycles change way
environment, and our
length sweater,
too often for these sweaters to
habits have a very
though it may
noticeable effect on it.
need to be one
be considered a reliable staple,
I actually came to
made of a thinner
and we need to be mindful of
this conclusion about
material. You can
fast fashion’s impact on the
my own clothes while
tuck it in to whatwriting this.
ever else you’re
environment.
Even though the
wearing, or else
sweater I’m wearing
fold it up inside
was bought seconditself to raise the
hand, I still feel kind of bad about purhem. This method is also more environchasing it considering how much I don’t
mentally conscious, as I suspect cropped
like wearing it. It’s cute and I get plenty of
sweaters won’t stay fashionable forever.
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compliments, but I’m freezing cold, inconvenienced by the length of the sleeves,
and just generally having not a good time.
Every time I wash it, I hang it back up
and then wait long enough to forget how
much I dislike the wearing experience,
only to put it back on and have it all come
rushing back.
So, this is a reminder, I guess, to me
as well as you, that clothes are resources
that should be purchased with thought
and care. Even clothes bought secondhand have the carbon impact of shipping
behind them though they come without
the planetary cost of creating new materials.
Fashion trends don’t last forever, but
we should try to make the clothes we
have be as effective as possible for as long
as possible— they last something near to
forever when they get thrown in a landfill.

level of the Busse Library.
The Times sells advertising space.
Advertisers are responsible for their own
content, but the Times reserves the right to
refuse an ad at it’s sole discretion.
The Mount Mercy Times will not print
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matters of public interest are encouraged.
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Seeking students to join

Faith on the Hill
by Vanessa Milliman, columnist

Try to think
like apostle

P

A member of the Mount Mercy Ambassadors organization talks to a potenital new member at the spring involvement fair on
Wednesday, Jan. 26 in the University Center. (Times photo by Jada Veasey).

‘Maus’ vote puts spotlight on book bans
By Gwen Johnson

from a list of those commonly banned
because those lists end up being a
curated collection of controversial books
iven the recent banning of Art
that are being talked about and it would
Spiegelman’s graphic novel
be valuable to have them in the univer“Maus,” in a Tennessee school
sity’s collection. Public libraries tend to
district, the Times thought it
have policies around pulling books from
would be good to get perspective on how their shelves that usually involves some
the practice of book banning operates in
paperwork and a decent explanation of
culture and how that relates to Mount
why the book needs to be pulled—someMercy campus.
thing won’t just be removed because
According to Allison McNeese, assissomeone asked for it to be.
tant professor of history, book bans tend
It is trickier to get books banned in
to happen due to reasons of “moral purischools because there can be an argument
ty,” which can arise from religion as well
for academic value especially in univeras other areas.
sity libraries, which are less focused on
Access services librarian Sam
the youths and what their parents want
Schwartz says that
them to have access
the books that
to and are more
are being banned
Related Content:
used for things
right now include
like research where
Mount Mercy Times editorial board
those that feature
all information is
says efforts to ban books only get in the
storylines about
valuable in some
way of education. (See staff editorial,
sexuality and raccontext.
page 3)
ism. Many books
A lot of libraries
are being contested
have home systems
because they conto help their users
tribute to conversations about critical
easily find books that are similar to the
race theory and debate about how subones they like. These can sometimes
jects should be taught in schools. Books
include things like a colored sticker on
are currently contributing to America’s
the spine to indicate genre or focus of
political polarization.
subject matter. In the case of book bans,
Schwartz recently added some books
these systems can be turned against the

G

opinion editor

people who want to provide access by
also providing a way to openly identify
books with controversial or sensitive
subject matter, exposing their readers to
bullies or judgmental parents.
Some libraries are not well staffed,
or not staffed at all, and in the chaos
it becomes easy to limit the books that
patrons have access to. No one is watching the catalog, so sometimes books can
simply be removed from the shelves.
Schwartz also says that it’s easy to use
the “think of the children” argument on
both sides. On a more conservative end
of the political spectrum, the argument
can be used to remove books that don’t
conform to traditional values. On the
more progressive end, books can come
into question for their language or subject matter being too outdated or archaic
and not being up to modern standards
of how we talk about sensitive subjects.
This is the case with the controversy
surrounding Harper Lee’s “To Kill a
Mockingbird”.
Joy Ochs, professor of English, says
that, at least at Mount Mercy, if you were
being taught a book that has been called
controversial in class, it won’t be the
only viewpoint presented. For now, banning books that can be taught in classes
does not seem to be an issue on Mount
Mercy’s campus.

ut yourself in the shoes of the
apostles. You have been following
Jesus for a couple years now. You
have seen miracles, healings, sorrow and joy. The lens through which you
view the world has shifted. Love, compassion and mercy have been at the forefront
of Jesus’ ministry.
At first, you viewed Him like another
teacher. There have always been wandering rabbis and preachers. They come and
go. Yet this one turns situations upside
down and brings just what is needed. He
provides solutions that you did not know
existed. There is something different about
Him. Could He possibly be the Messiah
that God promised so many years ago?
As these thoughts are swirling through
your head, you notice that the other apostles are starting to recline. The Seder plate
now sits in the center of the table. You take
your place at the table. The food is served,
and your mouth starts to water. Jesus presides over the Passover meal as usual. As
He begins the prayers, you think back to
the events that just happened.
Jesus was coming into Jerusalem for
the feast and crowds welcomed Him with
palm branches. He was hailed as a king.
It was a triumphant scene. Then, Jesus
picked the house for the Passover without
even talking to anybody. He sent you and
one of the other apostles to find a man carrying a jar of water. You followed him into
his home and found a place to celebrate
the Passover. Right before dinner was the
strangest event so far. Jesus washed everyone’s feet. That is a job only servants do,
certainly not the preacher. Why did He do
this?
“My children, I will be with you only a
little while longer,” Jesus begins. “You will
look for me, and as I told the Jews, ‘Where
I go you cannot come,’ so now I say it to
you. I give you a new commandment: love
one another. As I have loved you, so you
also should love one another. This is how
all will know that you are my disciples, if
you have love for one another.”
Jesus is leaving? He will only be with
us for a little while longer? To be honest, He is being rejected by many here in
Jerusalem. It is understandable that He
would want to leave. Why must He go
by Himself? When will He be back? “Pay
attention,” you tell yourself. Jesus is still
speaking, “I am the way and the truth and
the life. No one comes to the Father except
through me.” The way to the Father ultimately comes from Jesus. By following
Him, you can go to God. You recommit
to following Christ and listening to Him.
Where will He lead you next?
Review by Gwen Johnson, opinion editorr

Praying With Jane Eyre makes reading novels a sacred act

“P

raying with
Jane Eyre” by
Vanessa Zoltan
was one of the
very first books I read this
year (in fact, it was the first
one I picked up) and I absolutely loved it. I am now very
attached to this book.
I first encountered Zoltan’s
work through her podcast,
“Harry Potter and the Sacred
Text,” where she and a cohost
go chapter by chapter through
the Harry Potter novels and
use sacred reading practices from a variety of faiths to
think critically about the text
and what it can teach us. Her
book is a discussion of how
she came to this practice using

Flashback
Memories from the
MMU Times
20 Years Ago: Feb. 14, 2002
Basile construction concerns: potential
parking problems worries students
Students are expressing concern about
the loss of parking spaces in the Pit due to
the upcoming construction of Basile Hall.
March 1 is the deadline for work to
begin on the $7 million addition to campus, with work slated for completion by
May 2003. Rumors are circulating that up
to 80 parking spots will be demolished in
the process, causing concern that freshmen will be prohibited from bringing cars
on to campus next year.
“I have not heard anything about that,”
says MMC president Robert Pearce.
“We really worked hard to minimize
lost spaces,” says vice president of finance
Jim Steiner, “and most of the construction which will obstruct parking will take
place over the summer.”
Not all students are worried about the
parking issue, however.
“It’s great we’re getting a new build-

Charlotte Bronte’s “Jane Eyre”
and how it has impacted her
life.
This was also one of the
first books of mine that I
properly annotated, going
after it with a highlighter
and a sparkly gel pen (color
coordinated to match those of
the cover). This text was just
begging to be interacted with,
in part because of the subject
matter, and also because of the
fantastic way in which it was
written— relaxed and conversational but still deeply engaging and informative. It sits in
the pleasant space between
brain spinach and brain candy.
It’s brain zucchini cake (with
chocolate frosting, obviously).

ing,” says junior Matt Petersen. “Too bad
it won’t be done until I graduate.”
10 Years Ago: Feb. 15, 2012
Seniors taking charge
Mount Mercy women’s basketball celebrated the career seven seniors with an
83-66 win over AIB in Saturday’s senior
day match-up.
The victory over the Eagles came after
the Mustang’s overtime win Feb. 8 against
St. Ambrose. During both halves of the
game against the Eagles, seniors Laura
Lippert, Micha Mims and Emily Greiner
scored double figures. Bria Fields added
six points, Mackenzie Skay four, and
Becca Lampe three to the No. 13 ranked
Mustangs. The seventh senior, Ashley
Koch, was unable to play due to a knee
injury.
This win was the Mustangs’ 20th victory of the season and the third time in
four years that they have accomplished
this feat, making it the 22nd time overall in
Mount Mercy women’s basketball.
“Having a 20-win season says a lot
about all the hard work and dedication
that we have all put in,” said Fields.
“It’s really awesome how far we have
come this year already, and we have a lot
farther we want to go,” said Lampe.
Five Years Ago: Feb. 16, 2017

Additionally, I should mention that “Praying with Jane
Eyre” was a fabulous book to
read before bed throughout
the month of January. The
chapters weren’t excessively
long, so I could get some reading in without eating away
at my sleep. The stories were
interesting enough that I was
compelled to keep reading on
nights when I was going to be
awake for a while.
I would recommend this
book to anyone who has an
affinity to warm, inviting
books on niche subjects written by people who deeply care
about them, or anyone who
is trying to make some sort of
sense of their complicated rela-

Making America Loud Again: Trump
presidency prompts some profs to join
pussy hat protests
Concerns over the Muslim travel ban
and harmful rhetoric regarding minorities and certain professions by President
Donald Trump has prompted some professors at Mount Mercy to join in protest
against the new administration.
“I have two concerns about our
nation,” said Joy Ochs, professor of
English. “One concern I think is that the
American dream belongs to us and I am
really concerned about policies that are
going to target minorities under Trump.”
For the various women’s marches that
took place Jan. 21, the day after Trump
took office, Ochs knitted several pink
“pussy hats” that were worn in protest. Ochs also expressed concern with
truthfulness within the administration.
“Without a shared concept of reality, we
cannot have a working government,” she
said.
Mary Vermillion, also a professor of
English, participated in a Jan. 21 march in
Des Moines and tried to focus on hope by
“focusing on all the people who are resisting the new administration,” such as senator Elizabeth Warren and Republicans like
John McCain.

tionship with a deeply flawed
text by a deeply flawed author.
This also feels like a cold
weather read to me, but that
may have something to do
with my tendency to read
gothic novels when it’s cold
and gross outside. I have an
unintentional habit of rereading “Jane Eyre” during thunderstorms, and Zoltan’s words
are the perfect companion to
Bronte’s. I can say with absolute certainty that I will be
rereading both in the spring.
I give this lovely little book
five out of five stars and knew
I would even before I finished
it. It was an excellent start to
my reading year, and I can’t
wait to come back to it.

“We all need to speak up on behalf
of the environment and on behalf of the
people the administration is targeting:
refugees, immigrants, Muslims, Mexicans,
LGBT people, union members, journalists, judges, poor and middle-class people,
and people who care about facts,” said
Vermillion. “We need to have each other’s
backs.”
Two Years Ago: Feb. 2020, 2020
MMU wins CR college cornhole contest bragging rights
Mount Mercy’s Josh Harmon and Tony
Begley won bragging rights of Cornhole
Champions for another year during the
Rough Riders hockey game on Jan. 31.
Administrators are hoping the
Cornhole Tournament held between
MMU, Coe College and Kirkwood
Community College will build friendly
rivalry between the Cedar Rapids colleges. This is the second tournament of its
kind.
“I would like to see more intercollegiate events in the future,” said Beth
Chaney, MMU student engagement coordinator.
Harmon, a student, and Begley, a staff
member, played during the first intermission of the Rough Riders hockey game
against the Youngstown Phantoms.
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The MMU men’s volleyball team defeated Clarke University at home
on Feb. 1. The team competes next at home on Feb. 25. (Times
photos by Joselyn Hildebrand)

Men’s volleyball dominates Clarke University in three sets
Mustangs look ahead to tournament at Park University and have national aspirations
By Joselyn Hildebrand

M
Staff Writer

ount Mercy’s very own
men’s volleyball team
had a victorious home
game opener on the hill in
Hennessy Recreation Center on Feb. 1.
The Mustangs dominated Clarke in three
sets, 25-16, 25-17, 25-18.
The team worked together to quickly
win the three sets in a row.
“I think it was a great game, we started
hard on the first set, and we were able
to keep it up through the game.” Tiago
Almeida, junior, accounting major said.
This is head men’s volleyball coach
Austin Filer’s first season at Mount Mercy,
although he was an assistant women’s
volleyball coach for the Mustangs from
2012-2015.
“We’ve got a big tournament coming

at the home game debut to support the
up at Park University. We play the numMustangs and described the challenging
ber 12 team in the country, and we’ve
league, upcoming matches and the reocbeen talking about being ready to go for
curring goal to get to nationals.
that and putting ourselves into a spot to
“I’m excited to
make the national
tournament. We’re
“Our goal is to go to the nationals, see them progress,
get better, and be
excited to take that
so we’re working hard every day
very competitive
trip and see where
during practice and during the
and hopefully get a
we’re at with some
games to be better and make our
chance to compete
things.” Filer said.
for a league title
Athletes on the
goal come true at the end of the
and a chance to get
team agreed with
season.”
to the national tourFiler, sharing simiTiago Almeida, junior nament.” Gavin
lar goals for the
said.
team.
The men’s
“Our goal is to
volleyball team
go to the nationals,
had two games the previous night and
so we’re working hard every day during
pwerservered through a game at the
practice and during the games to be better
and make our goal come true at the end of Mount.
“I think the team played great, comthe season.” Almeida said.
municated well, and we helped each other
Director of Athletics, Paul Gavin, was

out even at points when we were down
and that’s why we came out with a win
tonight.” Kevin Fiedler, freshman, undecided major said.
In the crowd, you could hear the team
calling for the ball and the excitement of
fans clapping their hands together when
the Mustangs strike down the ball.
“Men’s volleyball in general is fun,
exciting, and fast paced. I think our men’s
team is the epitome of that, they play well
together, they have a lot of fun. They’re
powerful, they’re fast, great crowd,
students came out to back them up.
Hopefully, we get some more folks out to
watch them as they progress this season.”
Gavin said.
The men’s volleyball team does not
play again at home until Feb. 25 facing University of Health Sciences and
Pharmacy.

Men’s basketball falls short to Benedictine in second half
By Jada Veasey

T

editor in chief

The Mount Mercy men’s basketball team lost to the Benedictine
Ravens on Feb. 5 at home in Hennesy Rec Center. The Mustangs
were down by just one point at the half, but the game got away from
them. (Times photo by Jada Veasey).

he Mustangs could not
pull off a win when they
faced the Benedictine
College Ravens on
Saturday, Feb. 5 at 2 p.m. in
Hennessey Recreation Center.
The loss is only the Mustangs’
second home defeat this season.
While the Mustangs played
with an aggressive offensive
strategy, the shots they took
struggled to sink. The Mustangs
managed a low 39.2% overall
shooting average, while the
Ravens had a higher 46.3%.
At the half, it still seemed
that it was anybody’s game. The

Mustangs trailed the Ravens only
36-35 at the end of the first half.
The second half started with a
major rally from the Mustangs,
as they scored eight points in
a row, without allowing the
Ravens to score, pushing the
score to 43-36 in favor of the
Mustangs. After that, the Ravens
ran away with the game. The
Mustangs scored only nine more
points after that eight-point run,
and the Ravens ended up finishing out gameplay with a score of
71-52.
Junior guard Saxton Thuston
led the Ravens in scoring.
Thuston scored 13 points after
coming off the bench and playing for a total of 22 minutes.

The Mustang
played the
Benedictine
Ravens at home
in Hennessey
Rec Center on
Feb. 5. (Times
photo by Jada
Veasey).

Sports in Short
Men’s volleyball
home hot streak
continues
The Mount Mercy men’s
volleyball team split two matches
the weekend of Feb. 5 at the
Pirate Invitational hosted by
Park University. The Mustangs
defeated Morningside and
Kansas Wesleyan but took
disappointing losses to Ottawa
University out of Kansas and
Ottawa University out of
Arizona.
The Mustangs played against
Graceland on Feb. 8, sweeping them on the night. This win
was the second straight game at
home, increasing their winning
streak at Hennessy Rec Center.
Outstanding talent Lucas Rebula
led the team with 15 kills. Rebula
currently leads the entire conference in kills per set. The team
has a record of 10-4 overall and
2-2 in conference play.

Rosenberg earns alltournament honors

The MMU men’s bowling
team ended up finishing second in the qualifying round
at a match at home on Feb. 6.
Rosenberg posted all-tournament
honors with his performance. He
produced a total pinfall of 1,164
and an average of 232.8 over five
games to finish fourth.

Mustangs reach finals
Two Mount Mercy women’s
bowlers, Elena Carr and Megan
Kolberg, made all-tournament

Freshman guard Ryan Bartley led
the Mustangs in scoring with a
total of 11 points in 34 minutes of
gameplay. Mount Mercy’s Bailey
Basala, senior forward, followed
Bartley with a total of 8 points in
26 minutes of gameplay.
Senior guard RoyShawn
Webb felt hopeful after the game
despite the Mustangs’ loss. “I
think we did a solid job defensively,” said Webb. “I think were
things got tough for us was putting the ball in the basket. But
this is something that I am confident in that we will figure out.”

team at home on Feb. 6 while
helping their team make it to the
finals. The Mustangs are currently ranked second in the nation in
the USBC power rankings. Both
Carr and Kolberg finished with
1,076 total pins knocked down
with an average of 215.2.

Men’s basketball
defeated by No. 1
ranked team

The Mustangs suffered a
tough loss to No. 1 ranked
William Penn. The Mustangs
were strong in the first couple
minutes of the game but lost 11294. Melvin Lee led the Mustangs
with 19 points off the bench,
going from 6-6 from the field.
Ryan Bartley added 16 points.
Bailey Basala did a bit of everything finishing with 14 points,
five rebounds and four assists.

Women’s basketball
wins big

The MMU women’s basketball team came to play. They had
the upper hand over William
Penn when it mattered most,
including a 13-1 run to close the
game which gave the Mustangs a
77-67 victory. Madison Dreckman
had an impressive performance
and managed 19 points, six
rebounds and five assists. Kyla
Richardson came out strong to
help her team, scoring18 points
and adding five boards. Sammy
Mia finished with 15 points and
four assists.

Mustangs best Benedictine Ravens
MMU breaks 7 year streak against conference rival
By Jada Veasey

T

editor in chief

he Mount Mercy Women’s basketball
team made teamwork look easy on
Saturday, Feb. 5. The Mustangs took
on the Benedictine College Ravens at
home in Hennessy Recreation Center in front of a
packed crowd and won 80-59.
While both teams were aggressive in their
offensive approaches, the Mustangs outworked
their opponents in terms of shooting accuracy.
The Mustangs shot 41.2% from the three-point
line and an impressive 86.7% from behind the free
throw line, sinking 13 of 15 free throw attempts.
The Ravens shot 32.1% and 70% in the same categories.
One standout for the Mustangs was sophomore starter Madison Dreckman. The forward
scored 30 points, making her the highest scorer of
the game. On top of her 30 points, Dreckman also
secured 6 rebounds for the Mustangs.
Dreckman was happy with the Mustangs’
performance. “I thought we did a really nice job
of executing our game plan, and I think our success started on the defensive end. We were able to

switch between man and zone which really threw
them off, I think. Our guards do a good job of
pushing in transition which makes the other team
have a hard time setting up their defense.
“Moving forward I think our biggest emphasis
is going to be on rebounding on both ends and
getting momentum from our defense to create
offense,” she said.
Senior guard Kyla Richardson said, “I can say
what went well today was that everybody just
had energy and it fueled our offense tremendously! We all were on the same page and just clicking
on all cylinders, on both ends of the floor.”
Richardson and Dreckman’s teammate
Annika Headington, freshman guard, echoed
Richardson’s sentiment. Headington said, “Once
we got started, we were on a roll. The team came
together and found the open girl who was hot
and really shared the ball well.”
What made the Mustangs’ win against
the Ravens even more exciting was the history between the two teams. According to
Richardson, before this win the Mustangs had lost
to the Ravens for seven consecutive years. The
Mustangs worked hard to end the program’s losing streak.
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Poet who tackles issues like racism, violence to speak
By Jenna Welty

A
staff writer

n accomplished performer and author,
Danez Smith, will visit
campus for a poetry
workshop, reading, and Q&A
Feb. 23 in Betty Cherry Heritage
Hall. Smith will give an expressive performance as well as sign
books during their time on campus as part of the Visiting Writer
Series.
“Smith’s poetry has won
tons of awards,” said Mary
Vermillion, the director of the
visiting writer program and
professor of English. “They were
a finalist for the National Book
Award!”
Not only is Smith’s work
esteemed, but they have been
“a successful poet both on the
stage and the page.” With a performance accompanying their

workshop, students will see the
impact of Smith’s writing firsthand. Smith will give a workshop at 2 p.m. and a reading at
7 p.m.
“Danez Smith is the most
dynamic performer of poetry
I’ve ever seen, and they tackle
important topics such as violence
against Black bodies and living
with HIV,” Vermillion said.
This meaningful subject matter gives a sneak peek into what
this event will display. “A lot
of Smith’s poetry bears witness
to a key social justice issue: the
murders of young Black men,”
Vermillion said. “Smith’s poems
blend sorrow and trauma with
hope and joy. And sometimes
laughter. Everyone needs to find
ways of coping with injustice,
feeling like an outsider, illness.
Smith’s poetry tackles all these
topics.”

Encompassing these themes is
identity. Including diverse voices
in the writer series gives students
the chance to learn and develop.
“Our experiences in higher
education are important because
we learn how to think critically
about different topics,” Charles
Martin-Stanley, director of diversity, equity, and inclusion, said.
“Smith speaks about antiracism and non-violence from
the perspective of their own
intersectional identities, this is
something we all care about, but
we now have the opportunity to
hear about it from someone who
likely has multiple identities that
are different than the majority of
our student and employee populations.
“We see the world differently based on the intersectional
identities that we all have. It is
important to be able to recognize

Sierra Earle among the stacks
at Busse Library. The Mount
Mercy Senior recenlty won
an off-campus poetry contest
and aspires to be a librarian,
although they also note that
their career won’t completely
define their future.

that difference and celebrate
our differences rather than only
believing our truth and our reality to be the only ones that exist,”
he said.
This event will show the con-

nection between poetry, perspective and social issues.
“Anyone who is interested
in poetry and art as a way to
engage with the world and to
better understand ourselves
and social issues would love the
opportunities to participate in
Smith’s workshop and reading,”
said Hannah Saltmarsh, assistant
professor of English. “Smith is
young, engaging, and resonates
with diverse audiences, those
who rarely read poetry and those
who write it.”

Week a chance to say
thanks to MMU donors
By Grace Ries

F

news editor

Student poet
aspires to
be librarian
By Jada Veasey

Earle wrote as a final project in Dr. Hannah
Saltmarsh’s Topics in American Literature
Course. “The poem draws on a theme that overespite growing up in Cedar Rapids,
laps in ‘Go Tell It on the Mountain’ and ‘Sula.’
senior English and psychology major
That theme being queerness and not exclusively
Sierra Earle had not
the sexual kind.”
heard of Mount Mercy
“Materialism, class-stratified
until they were ready to begin
urbanization, and dwindling
napshot
applying to colleges. Earle’s menaccess to natural spaces are all
tor, Renate Bernstein, used to
Meet the people
addressed within the poem’s imagon The Hill
work in Busse Library, and sugery,” they said.
gested that Earle apply to Mount
Earle has advice for other aspirSierra
Earle
Mercy. Earle has been a Mustang
ing writers and poets at Mount
ever since.
Mercy. “Read as much as you can,
In their time at Mount Mercy,
and think critically about why the
Earle has been heavily involved with the PAHA, writing works. I would also say that you should
Mount Mercy’s student-run literary magazine.
find what you know most about, what makes
“I joined the PAHA during my freshman year
you unique, and start from there.
because I had to work on one of the university’s
“Stay interested in the people around and
publications to keep my creative writing scholyou will never run out of things to write about!
arship,” Earle said.
Also, taking a few English courses doesn’t
Since initially submitting to the PAHA as a
hurt,” they said.
freshman, Earle has climbed up to the rank of
After graduation, Earle plans to pursue a
editor.
master’s degree in library science. Earle has had
Though Earle has thoroughly enjoyed their
a lifelong dream of becoming a librarian. They
experiences with the PAHA, they recently
would also like to take the experience they’ve
decided to expand their horizons and pursue an
gotten working with the PAHA and an additionoff-campus poetry competition run by Lyrical
al multicultural lesbian literary journal called
Iowa. Earle ended up winning the student
“Sinister Wisdom” and work somewhere within
division of the competition with a poem called
the publishing industry. Above all, though,
“Unnatural.” What makes Earle’s win that much Earle says that after graduation, “I would say
more impressive is the fact that it was the very
that I do not want my future to be defined by
first writing competition they entered.
the career that I have.”
“Unnatural” came from a collection of poems

D

Poet Danez Smith will conduct
a workshop and give a reading
on Feb. 23 as part of the Visiting
Writer series and Black History
Month. (Image by David Hong,
provided by Mary Vermilllion)

editor in chief

S

rom Jan. 31 to Feb. 4,
Mount Mercy students,
faculty and staff had
the opportunity to
write thank you letters to all
the donors that support Mount
Mercy University during an
event called Thank-a-Thon Week.
“The purpose was to share
that most everything at Mount
Mercy is made possible through
support of donors and alumni,
and to come together as a community to show our gratitude for
those who support Mount Mercy
with monetary donations,” Janey
Jill Piersall, MMU development
and alumni relations coordinator, said.
There are
over 2,000
donors each
year that support MMU and
throughout Thank-a-Thon
Week, Development and Alumni
Relations received over 400
thank you cards.
Freshman Dylanne Schrock
was one of the students who
helped with the event, and she
was able to talk to other students
and help them appreciate the
donors of Mount Mercy through
writing letters and getting to
know more about what the purpose was.
“I loved participating in the
Thank-a-Thon. It was a great
opportunity to make new connections with other students at
Mount Mercy and also volunteer
for a great cause. Everyone was

so kind and willing to participate
and help write out thank you
cards. Without the help of the
volunteers and the participants,
this event would not have been
as great as it was,” Schrock said.
The event was coordinated
by Development and Alumni
Relations. Piersall partnered with
Janya Witzany, a student employee in the office and a MMU
women’s softball player, to make
it all a reality with the guidance
from others in the office.
“The week wouldn’t have
been possible or as successful
without help and support from
so many other campus partners,
including: Financial Aid, the
Events team, the Volunteer &
Service coordinator, Athletics,
Student Services, the Registrar’s
office, the professors who invited
us into their classes and/or
encouraged participation, and
the volunteers who helped us
staff the Thank-a-Thon tables –
our department’s staff, graduate
admissions staff and the women’s soccer team,” Piersall said.
Piersall and Schrock were
both so thankful and found this
to be important to do again in
the following years.
“Thank-a-thon is important
to MMU so we can acknowledge
our amazing donors,” Schrock
said. “Getting people involved
to write personal letters is so
important because it shows that
we really are grateful for our
amazing donors. Giving personal thanks keeps our donors
around!”

SGA Notes by Autumn Puffer, SGA PR director

As new SGA officers begin terms, ‘Hot Lunch, Hot Topics’ start

W

ith the new year came new
SGA executives and cabinet
members. At the Jan. 10 general assembly, former SGA
President Emma Lantz started the inauguration, passing her responsibilities to now
President Tiara Muñoz.
The new Executive team is listed as follows:
President - Tiara Muñoz (junior criminal justice/psychology major)
Vice President - Fernanda HermosilloArrieta (junior biology/biochemistry
major)
Treasurer – Alison Taylor (sophomore
accounting major)
Secretary – Zoey Paone (sophomore

criminal justice/English major)
The new Cabinet includes:
Activities Coordinator – Houston
Hamlett (freshman social work major)
Coordinator of Clubs – Nathalie
Primbs (freshman computer science/business major)
Director of Public Relations – Autumn
Puffer (freshman criminal justice/political
science major)
Administrative Assistant – Amelia
Frimml (freshman secondary education
major)
Leave it on the Floor Friday has also
been revamped. It is now “Hot Lunch Hot
Topics Wednesday” and will be hosted on
the third Wednesday of each month in the

Heard on the Hill
By Vanessa Gaul
staff writer

Brandi Witt, freshman,
psychology major.
“Olympic shoveling.”

The Winter Olympics are underway in China,
while the grey, cold Iowa winter carries at Mount
Mercy. In the spirit of celebrating our ability to

Sam Vezina, sophomore,
music performance and
education major.
“Sledding. I think it would be
fun to watch people struggle
with cheap sleds and spin out
of control.”

University Center Commons from noon to
1 p.m. The first ever HLHTW event was
hosted Feb. 16, and the discussion question was: “What’s the difference between
non-racist and anti-racist?”
Next month, the question will be
focused on Mount Mercy’s critical concern
of women.
SGA is happy to announce the construction for the Justice, Equity, Diversity,
and Inclusion (JEDI) room has officially
started. This project has been in the making for two years, and once completed
will provide a safe space for minority and
historically underrepresented students.
Progress will be posted weekly on MMU’s
DEI Instagram, @mmu_dei.

Along with an at-large position, SGA
is looking for student representatives to
fulfill seats on Senate. Each Senate seat
would represent a different group of students, including international, transfer,
commuter, and non-traditional students.
These representatives would attend one
meeting a month and give a voice to the
students they oversee.
If you are interested in applying for
one of these positions, please contact SGA
at sga@mtmercy.edu for more information.
To keep up with SGA, make sure to
follow @mountmercysga on Instagram
and “Mount Mercy University Student
Government Association” on Facebook.

What people are saying on topics of interest
survive in this chilly corner of the planet and
make a game of it, the Times asked:

if you could make up a new Winter Olympics
sport that is related to winter life in Iowa,
what would it be?

Annie Thomas, freshman,
nursing major.

Dion Zhubi, junior, exercise
science major.

Mikayla Fritz, freshman,
nursing major.

Noelle Enriquez, freshman,
biology major.

“Corn throwing.”

“A snow marathon in the
lowest temperature.”

“Ice fishing because it’s
already popular in Iowa.”

“Olympic snowball fight. I think
everyone likes to watch people
get beat up a little bit.”

